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President's Column
Bill Fowle
The AGM was one of the quickest and smoothest I have ever attended. Thanks to all who attended.
I would like to thank the outgoing Board for all their hard work and dedication to making our guild as
successful as it is. Bob, your minutes were always fast and accurate. Olaf, your ability to look into the
most complex issues and explain them to us in terms we understood was greatly appreciated. And
both of your opinions will be missed.
And welcome to the new Board. Thanks for stepping up to help guide the guild. We have a good cross
section of new and more experienced members which will bring new ideas to the table and yet keep
the continuity we need. I look forward to working with you all in the coming year.
Thank you for you vote of confidence in me. It is hard as President to gauge how well you are doing,
but I guess being re-elected means things are at least running smoothly.
It was rewarding to me to see the smiles on the faces of Steve from the Tetra Society and Garry from
the Fraser Valley Guild as we moved the lathes to their vehicles. I believe they will be well used and
have made a difference to both groups.
I missed who won the other two lathes but I am sure they were just as happy. I look forward to seeing
some of their work in the instant gallery.
Don’t forget that Steven Kannard’s demo and class has been postponed. Hopefully we can still fit him
in sometime this year.
The Fraser Valley Guild is hosting Dale Larson on April 9th at Bow River in Chilliwack. Dale is a past
president of the AAW and was a presenter at our last Symposium. He has a wonderful way of teaching beautiful basic bowls, from choosing the wood to the finished product. This would be an excellent
demonstration for beginning turners.
Happy Turning!

Bill
March’s President’s Challenge: A Pen
April’s President Challenge: Segmented
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Editor's Notes
Bruce Campbell
Michael Hosaluk’s demonstration went very well and those that took his class had wonderful
things to say both about his teaching and his excellent character. Thanks to Art for scheduling him
and Brian for managing the logistics of the class and demo.
A small and dedicated group continue to plan our upcoming exhibition in New Westminster
named Its our Turn. Please see the article below by Steve Hansen and do plan to take part in the
show.
We welcome the new Board and thank all those that attended our AGM last month. I know these
administrative burdens take away from the fun at our meetings but lucky for us it is only once a
year.
And just a reminder that our Guild works only because dedicated volunteers help out. Small
eﬀorts can make a big diﬀerence; like helping to both set up and clean up on meeting nights. If you
have requests for FoF, Tech Talk, or for a main presentation topic please let us know. If you are not
sure who to ask then approach Bill or email president@gvwg.ca
Newsletter articles are always welcome. These do not need to be finely crafted pieces of literature.
A good idea and some notes and highlights will work just fine. Send ideas, articles, of overall sug‐
gestions to editor@gvwg.ca
And most importantly, remember that we are here for the fun. Let’s all work to keep it that way.

Front Cover:
Blown Painting
By Peter Blair lives
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Tech Talk
Bruce Campbell
We had a short but interesting Tech Talk last
month. First up was a question about using stain
on a bowl. The problem is often that it goes on
blotchy where the end-grain absorbs more dye
than the side-grain. The question was how to prevent this.

are wanting the joint to be structural you should
check it carefully one the glue is set.
Another approach that is only marginally slower is
the use carpenter’s glue mixed with a little sanding
dust instead of CA. This approach has a lot less
staining and the joint can be hidden or accentuated
depending on the colour of sawdust used.

My suggestion was to seal the bowl with several
layers of normal Wipe-on Poly and then add some
Thanks to those that participated in the discussion
colour to the solution and continue to add layers as
last month and do plan to drop by Tech Talk this
normal. The dye that you use will depend on the
month and join the conversation.
finish you are using. If it is water-based than any
water-soluble colouring agent may be used. This
will include acrylic paint, most inks, aniline dyes,
and so on. If the finish is oil-based then oil-based
colours must be used.
The discussion expanded to using sanding sealer
first. The general consensus was that it would
work but care would need to be taken to ensure the
finish would stick to the sealer. Some experimentation would be needed. Also, sometimes sealers
do not dry completely clear than that may negatively impact the desired finish. Again, experimentation on a scrap of matching wood will let you
know for sure.
The next topic was how to “hide” the annoying
stains that CA glues leave when sealing a crack.
The best solution proposed was to fist coat the area
around the crack with the finish you are planning
to use and then use the CA glue. The finish will
seal the fibers first thus reducing/elimination the
staining of the CA.
An open question is what effect this approach
would have on the strength of the glue joint. I really don’t know the answer to that question but if you
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Focus On Fundamentals
Lidded Boxes with Jay Mapson
This month Jay showed his process for making a lidded
box. He shared is step‐by‐step procedure which is re‐
peated below. If you have question about his approach
please do not hesitate to approach him.
1.

Choose a blank
 straight grain
 length
 diameter
 crack free

2.

Cut the selected blank
 rough cuts are ok

3.

Mark centers
 many diﬀerent methods

4.

Mount between centers
 Steb center
 cup center

5.

Turn a tenon on both ends
 sized for your chuck
 cut the tenon, donʹt scrape it

6.

Mount the lid in chuck
 decide which end will be the top if
 you havenʹt already
 mark the division
 leave a tiny bit of extra length

7.

8.

Part oﬀ the body
 parting tool
 flat space
 thin parting tool
 reduce the speed
 no need to finish the cut
 use a saw
Turn & finish the inside of the lid
 spindle gouge
 bowl gouge




negative rake scraper
wax finish

9. Mount the body
10. Mark & turn the mortise
 clean up the shoulder
 Vernier calipers
 only the left point
 remove some of the bulk inside
 just to accommodate the tenon on the lid
 use extreme care
 test frequently
 the fit should be tight
11. Mount lid to body
 mark the inside depth of the lid
 lock the depth on the Vernier
 transfer that measurement to the
 outside
 reset the vernier without the
 tenon
 use the tail stock
12. Turn & finish outside of lid & body
 express your design
 remember the thickness of the tenon
 shoulder
 bowl gouge
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spindle gouge
negative rake scraper
wax

13. Remove lid
14. Refine the mortise
 miniature negative rake scraper
 super tiny cuts
 make the lid not loose enough to fall oﬀ but
loose enough to lift oﬀ

GVWG
18. Reverse mount the body
 sandpaper disc inside
 grit toward the finished bottom
19. Remove tenon from body & finish
 spindle gouge
 negative rake scrape
 wax

15. Hollow body
 spindle gouge
 bowl gouge
 negative rake scraper
16. Remove body
17. Mount & prepare mandrel
 sides and end should run smooth

It’s Our Turn – it’s Your Turn!
By Steve Hansen
We have a great response so far from our membership regarding participating in the Guild’s gallery
show at Queens Park. I say great in that about 1 in
5 has indicated they will show their work. That
leaves lots of room still for the balance of you talented people. Now, maybe some of you might be
thinking that your work is not worthy of public display and maybe the word GALLERY is scary. Nonsense! Ask anyone that has ever been to a craft
sale or local market where woodturning is displayed. Their reaction when they hold a turned

pen, ornament, bowl, platter, is of wonderment.
If you are on the fence, why not ask a colleague for
their opinion. I bet they will say something like:
“your work is better than you think.” Your organizing committee is focused on promoting newer
turners – those that have not yet shown their work.
Please ask Cathy Friesen, Steve Hansen, Jay Mapson, Ed Pretty or David Sweet for help. And you
can send your intentions/questions to itsourturn@gvwg.ca

GVWG
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A Day With Mike Hosaluk:
By Kerry Deane‐Clou er
About 35 guild members came out to spend a
day with Mike Hosaluk. I am sure that all of
them felt it was a day well spent. Mike is very
down-to-earth and low key, making it seem like
a day spent with a relaxed friend. Below are
some notes about the items he demonstrated.
Michael has exceptional technical skill and a
sharp eye gained form years of turning. He
demonstrated that skill by doing some of his
production projects. These included:

shaped form. Wood with about 18-20% moisture
content works best.
 Ladle - sugar scoop style. Mount a blank be-

tween centers and rough it round. Turn a ball on
one end and then completely shape the handle.
The ball must be round in the vertical to fit in a
cup chuck (next step) but can be a bit oval in the
horizontal dimension. The handle length must

 A spinning top
 2 doorstops – mount a square/rectangular blank

between centers; turn both end but leave the center as is; part off and then bandsaw the square/
rectangular section on diagonal and you have
two doorstops.
 Baseball - turned on one axis. Cover half up, hor-

izontally and vertically, to let you see where it is
out of round. Sandpaper is a tool - "there is no
shame in any grit. Some days are 80 grit days,
some are 100". If it is a 60 grit day, take some
time to rethink.
 Spatula - bandsaw a wedge of timber about 3 x 10

x 1/2”; mount it with the wide end to the headstock using a custom tailstock attachment
(below). Use a spindle roughing gouge to do the
initial shaping. Reposition as needed at the
headstock to ensure the handle gets round before
it is too skinny. Use a radius end skew to shape
it, including the blade. Michael made a chuckmountable MDF disc sander to sand the spatula
blade. To bend the spatula, microwave it for
about 2 minutes on high (or less if you have a
powerful microwave oven) then clamp in a

tailstock center attachment

be short enough to swing when the ladle is in the
cup chuck so smaller lathes make shorter handled ladels. The cup chuck has two approx. 1 cm
grooves cut in it, which makes it easier to remove
a thin piece and let's you see where the bottom is.
For safety move the lathe controls to the tail
stock end and wrap tape around the end of the
handle. Switch to a bowl gouge to waste the inside of the bowl; decrease speed and turn from
the centre to the edge to do this. If you turn edge
to centre a catch will send the gouge back to the
edge. Once it is a bowl, turn edge to centre as
usual.
(Continued on page 8)
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Non-Production items
 Footed bowl - strive for a continuous line because

feet allow you to see the entire form. He shear
scrapes the outside to refine the form. He takes a
cone out of the centre of the bowl with a parting
tool to save time. Use a profile gauge to refine
the outside bottom shape despite the presence of
the foot ring. He uses a bandsaw to remove unwanted wood from wings, and a cheap saw to hog
away the non-foot bits, followed by a reciprocating power carver or hand chisel. Ariou rasps or
Dragon rasps from Stewart Macdonald (guitar
maker) work well on dry wood. NT Cutter Co
makes NT Dresser Ever Grit sander sticks and
steel sandpaper that he glues to sticks.
 Boxes - rough then let acclimatize to find their

final shape. He turns the outside round then hollows a football shape inside. You could turn
down the outside at the same time to ensure you
are getting a uniform wall thickness. Once both
sides are hollowed refine the fit of the lid. He
wants a snug fit, so the female recess is angled
slightly so only the outer edge touches. Once the
fit is good, turn the area of the joint so the area
will be perfectly round no matter how the lid gets
put on, and don’t touch that area again. Put it
back between centres to turn the outside to
shape. Cut on the bandsaw, rotating the piece
slightly away from the blade as you start the cut.
The first cuts should be close to the box joint,
then rotate the piece and angle it up for the next
cut. Sand the edges on the lathe based disc sander. Size the end grain with PVA glue thinned
with half water (tight bond 1) and let it dry before
gluing up. Glue up starting with the smallest

GVWG

parts and rub the pieces together until it gets
sticky - a rub joint. He then textures and paints.
For cutters, try rotarycutters.com.

GVWG
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A Closer Look
by Bruce Campbell
Peter Blair lives in Ladner so it is a long drive to our
meetings. However he has known about the Guild for
some time and with his recent “retirement” he finally
joined us last year. He started turning in the late 1960s
on a Delta step-bed lathe but got away from the lathe
after just a few years. He took it up again in the 1990s
and today he turns in his home studio on an Oneway
1640.

220) seem to offer more drag for the paint while
smoother surfaces allow the paint to skate, often in unexpected directions.
Peter uses acrylic paints including regular and transparent varieties. The thickness/runniness of the paint
also impacts how the paint “moves”. While it needs to
be fairly thin, having it too runny makes it splatter rather than run.

Peter has worked with wood
most of his life starting out
as a boat builder. For many
years he worked for Dees
Docks as a Boat Builder/
Joiner where he did maintenance and major refits on
ships in the BC Ferry fleet.

This is not a new technique.
Kids often get a similar effect by
blowing paint around a piece of
paper with a straw. Peter credits
much of what he does to Gerry
Lowe from Scotland and lots of
research on the internet.

In 1997 his status changed
and he began doing contact
work for the Ferries while
also running a small house
and property maintenance
business. Recently he
“retired” and now has more
time to turn and spend time
in the shop.

For more control (and less dizziness), Peter replaces the straw
with an airbrush with no paint
and the pressure turned down
quite low (under 15 PSI). However, this does tend to dry acrylic
paint quickly so another avenue
of study would be to use oilbased paints.

Peter’s Blown Paint Experiment stood out in the Instant
Gallery last month not so
Figure 1
much for the form or the
wood but for the wonderful paint treatment on the surface. He does this by adding drops of paint to the surface and then using an airbrush to blow the paint
around on the surface. I was so intrigued with the affect that I needed a closer look.

All these factors; surface
smoothness, paint type and runniness, pressure in the airbrush,
temperature and humidity combine to make this an interesting
and widely variable way to colour a surface. Still, the
results are well worth the effort.

I asked Peter how he decides what is “good” and he responded that if it looks good to him then he uses it. He
The process starts with turning and sanding a piece and likes darker at the bottom and strives to flow upward to
lighter colours and density on the top. In this way he
finishing it with sanding sealer (currently he uses Mohawk brand). The grit of the sanding is one of the ma- hopes to give the piece some visual lift. But, he reports,
(Continued on page 10)
jor factors in the process as rougher finishes (around
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if it does not look good it can easily be washed or sand-

GVWG
While he is just getting
back into turning he
does sell at Christmas
fairs and so on. In
fact, he has an upcoming article in the AAW
Journal on an alternate to make bottle
stoppers.
I look forward to what
other interesting pieces come out of his explorations in the future.

ed off so the process can be
repeated.

Peter’s current exploration is in adding
materials to a turned surface rather than
texturing it directly. Last month his Pod
Box entry in the Presidents Challenge gave us a hint of
where that is going. (See Figure 1)
The interior was textured as usual using a rotary carver
and ball burr while the outside was textured by adding
sawdust and glue. He is also dabbling in encaustic
painting (painting with wax) and working on improving
the design of his finials.
John’s wife gives him her frank criticism and guidance
but he says he would prefer if she were a bit more critical – she tends to like almost all that he does. In fact, if
she says she does not like a piece he knows it is really
bad.

Figure 1

Peter doesn’t like doing
just one thing so is constantly looking for new
things and learning from
others. John Keaton of Sawmill Creek
and our own John Spitters count among
those currently mentoring him as he
looks for new ideas and techniques.

GVWG
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AGM Held – New Board Members on Board
By Bruce Campbell
We held our annual general meeting during our meetMembers at Large
ing last month with about 60 members in attendance
Bob James - MAL
making for a quorum need for the AGM. Our Treasurer
Brian Lunt - MAL
gave a healthy financial report and then elections were
Cathy Nakagawa - MAL
held of officers and members-at-large. We are all
Claudia Hayward - MAL
pleased that Bill agreed to serve as President for anothJohn Spitter - MAL
er 2-year term and that Barry decided to continue as
Tom Byrom – MAL
Treasurer. Once the dust had settled the 2016-17 Board
looks like this:
I encourage all members to take the time to thank and
support our new Board. Without their efforts the
Officers
GVWG could not exist. And having served on the
Bill Fowle - President
Board in the past I can say a little thanks is very much
Dan Breck - Vice President
appreciated.
Des Wilson - Secretary
Welcome new and returning Board members and
Barry Wilkinson - Treasurer
thanks for what you do (and will do)!

Turning a Nutcracker with Bob Askew
By Bruce Campbell
Our demonstrator last month was Bob Askew and he
entertained us with an excellent demonstration of how
he makes turned nut crackers. Right from the start I
knew this was going to be
an interesting demo because Bob does not use
findings (purchased metal
parts) in his pieces. Instead he makes everything himself. The project can be broken down
into four parts; the body
exterior; the body interior, the threads, and the
handle.
Before starting, Bob explained that cutting
threads into end-grain

makes them too weak. But, if he were to make the entire body of the nutcracker from cross-grain timber
then the body cannot take the pressure during use and
it will break. To solve this
dilemma, Bob chose to
turn the body with the
grain running top-tobottom but to turn a dowel
of cross-grain wood to be
tapped with threads and
then glued in to the body –
an elegant solution.
The Body Exterior
(part 1)
The body exterior seems to
be a simple spindle turning
(Continued on page 12)
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The Body Interior (the nut cavity)

except that the line of the threads for the cracker is
about ¼” offset from centre. So, he mounts the body
part off-centre and then turns a whole tenon on the
bottom of the timber. Next, he mounts the piece on
that tenon and drills the hole from the top that will
eventually receive the threaded “bolt”.

This step uses the side tenon of the body that he created
in the first step. It is the mounted in a chuck and then
Bob uses fairly basic bowl turning techniques to shape
the nut cavity. The cavity needs to be large enough for
big nuts (walnuts, brazil nuts) but small enough so the
small nuts (pecans and almonds) don’t get lost. Also, it
cannot be too deep or it will blow out the back of the
body. The chamber needs to be finished completely as
the next step removes the tenon being used to create it.

Next, Bob mounts the piece between centers but 90
degrees to the first line of center at the point where the
nut cavity will be turned. He then cuts a tenon on the
“back” of the body to be used to hold the piece while the The Body Exterior (part II)
nut cavity is turned. This rear tenon will be turned off
To finish the exterior of the body, Bob has made a jig
when the main body of the cracker is finished later.
with a matching threaded dowel that he can lock in a
He sets that partially turned body to the side and turns chuck. He threads the body onto that dowel and brings
up the tailstock giving him lots of support for shaping
his attention to the screw mechanism.
the outside as he likes. There is some “air” turning
happening in this step but with careful spindle turning
The Threaded Parts
techniques the whole exterior and bottom can be finFor the threads there are two parts, the “bolt” and the
ished and sanded in this step. Once this is done the
“nut”. For cutting both sets of threads he uses the ¾”
body is complete and ready for finishing off the lathe.
Beall thread cutting system which uses a router and
The Handle
custom bit mounted on a lead block to cut the threads
on a long-grain dowel which Bob turns himself. Once
The final step is to turn a knob that is also tapped to
he has threaded the dowel he drills a small hole in one
end and inserts a short brass rod to act as a push block accept the “bolt”. Bob mounts the piece he wants to
turn into the chuck and repeats the tapping process
for the cracker.
used for the “bolt” except this time he makes a blind tap
so as to not go through the top of the blank. He has
For the “bolt” he first turns a cross-grain dowel (not
another jig that allows him to thread the handle to it so
always that easy) and drills it through on the lathe.
the whole top can be turned and finished. Once this is
Then he mounts the tap in the tailstock and with the
done the “bolt” can be glued into the handle and that
tailstock unlocked he hand turns the tap though the
too is ready for finishing.
dowel. Bob uses cream wax to lubricate the threads
during the cutting process and tries to make everything
a little tight. That is the “bolt” a little oversized and the Bob has experimented with several designs for the hanpredrilled tapping hole a little too small. Afterwards he dle and since pretty much any shape will work this is a
careful hand sands the “bolt” threads until he gets a fit fun opportunity to be creative – see the photo above for
three examples.
that is neither loose nor tight; one that can easily be
turned without binding.

Thanks and compliments to Bob for a clear and enterWith this done he glues the “bolt” part into the body of taining demonstration. I am sure that many more than
the cracker and once the glue is dry he is ready to finish just I enjoyed it. And, passing around a bowl of nuts
and a cracker was a tasty treat as well.
the body.
Initially he tried to use matching woods to hide the
dowel but now feels it is much better if it is contrasting.
For example, maple for one and walnut for the other.

GVWG
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Calendar of Events
2016
Calendar of Guild Events 2015-16
Date

Time

Location

Event
2016

Jan 9

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools

Turning 101 – TBA
Instructor: TBA

27 Jan

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Feb 13

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools

Club Meeting
FoF – Bruce Campbell – All About Tools
Main Speaker - Barry Wilkinson – Square Bowls
Turning 101 – cancelled due to Hasoluk Demo
Instructor: TBA

Feb 20

9AM – 4PM

Sapperton Hall

Michael Hosaluk – all-day demo

Feb 21

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools

Michael Hosaluk – hands-on class

Feb 25

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Mar 12

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools

Club Meeting
FoF – Jay Mapson – Turned Boxes
Main Speaker – Bob Askew - Nutcracker
Turning 101 – Turning Fruit
Instructor: TBA

Mar 12

9AM – 4PM

Sapperton Hall

Steven Kennard – all-day demo

Mar 13

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools

Steven Kennard – hands-on class

Mar 23

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Apr 09

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools

Club Meeting
FoF – Ed Pretty – Holdling with Jam Chucks
Main Speaker - Bill Fowle – Putting a picture on Wood
Turning 101 – Turning a Fruit Dish
Instructor: TBA

Apr 27

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – Al Cusworth – Tenons and Recesses
Main Speaker - TBA

May 14

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools

Turning 101 – Turning a Desk Clock
Instuctor: TBA

May 25

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

May 28

9AM – 4PM

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – TBA
Main Speaker - TBA
Kurt Hertzog – all-day demo

May 29

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools

Kurt Hertzog – hands-on class

Jun 9-12

All days

Atlanta, GA

30th AAW Annual Woodturning Symposium

Jun 22

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Sept 24

9AM – 4PM

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – TBA
Main Speaker - TBA
Michael Blankenship – all-day demo
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Instant Gallery
February 2016

Allan Cusworth ‐ Salad Bowl in Progress ‐ 11 in x 4.25
in ‐ Douglas Fir ‐ Watco Danish Oil ‐ Sandblasted

Chris Stiles ‐ Wing Bowl ‐ 13 to 17 in x 2.25 in ‐ Cherry
‐ Tung Oil

Bruce Wood ‐ Bowl ‐ 7 in x 2.5 in ‐ Maple ‐ Carnuba

Bob Askew ‐ Yarn Bowl ‐ 8 in x 4 in ‐ Black Locust ‐
Sandblast & Tung Oil

Barry Wilkinson ‐ Double Axis Square Turned Bowl 2
‐ 6 in x 6 in x 2.5 in ‐ Maple ‐ Tung

Barry Wilkinson ‐ Double Axis Square Turned Bowl ‐
6 in x 6 in x 2.5 in ‐ Maple ‐ Tung

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
February 2016

Dex Hallwood ‐ Bowl ‐ 8 in x 2 in ‐ Maple ‐ WOP
Chris Stiles ‐ Ringholder Box ‐ 2.5 in x 5
in ‐ Plum ‐ Shellawax

Dex Hallwood ‐ Bowl ‐ 7 in x 3 in ‐ Unknown ‐ WOP
Dan Breck ‐ Salad Bowl ‐ 10 in x 3.5 in ‐ Lodgepole
Pine ‐ WOP

Des Wilson ‐ Bowl ‐ 5 in x 5 in ‐ Cocobolo ‐ Poly &
Wax
Jay & Lin Mapson ‐ Flower Bowl ‐ 9 in x 2.5 in ‐
London Plane ‐ WOP
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Instant Gallery
February 2016

Jay & Lin Mapson ‐‐ Lidded Box ‐ 2 in x
3.5 in ‐ Maple

Jay & Lin Mapson ‐ Kokeshi Salt Shaker
‐Pepper Mill ‐ 2.5 in x 6 in ‐ Maple &
Magnolia ‐ WOP

Jim Johnson ‐ Hollow Form ‐ 5 in x 8 in ‐
Maple ‐ WOP

John Spitters ‐ Natural Edge Platter Bowl ‐ 12 in x 3 in
‐ Acacia Burl ‐ WOP

Jim Johnson ‐ Hollow Form ‐ 4 in x 4 in ‐ Maple Burl ‐
WOP, Dye, Acrylic

John Spitters ‐ Natural Edge Platter Bowl ‐ 15 in x
3.25 in ‐ Acacia Burl ‐ WOP

John Spitters ‐ Natural Edge Platter Bowl ‐ 18 in x
3.25 in ‐ Acacia Burl ‐ WOP

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
February 2016

Keith Ruttan ‐ Bowl ‐ 7 in x 4 in ‐ Locust ‐ WOP
Keith Hudson ‐ Vase ‐ 3 in x 5 in ‐
Unknown ‐ Saman Varnish

Keith Ruttan ‐ Bowl ‐ 6.5 in x 3.5 in ‐ Manitoba Maple
‐ WOP
Keith Hudson ‐ Bowl ‐ 6.5 in x 3 in ‐ Black Walnut &
Plastic ‐ Saman Varnish

Keith Ruttan ‐ Bowl ‐ 6.5 in x 3 in ‐ Locust ‐ Danish Oil
‐ Sandblasted
Keith Hudson ‐ Chopstick & Condiment Holder ‐ 12 in
x 2.5 in ‐ Birch & unknown ‐ Oil & Hammered Paint
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Instant Gallery
February 2016

Keith Ruttan ‐ Bowl ‐ 12 in x 2 in ‐ Manitoba Maple ‐
WOP, Epoxy

Pete Blair ‐ Blow Pain Experiment ‐ 5 in
x 7 in ‐ Maple ‐ Satin Lacquer

Phil Vetra ‐ Hosaluk Class Item 2 ‐ Maple

Pete Blair ‐ Stowaway ‐ 2.5 in x 11 in ‐ Maple ‐
Acrylic, Lacquer

Phil Vetra ‐ Hosaluk Class Item 1 ‐ Maple

Pete Blair ‐ The Answer ‐ 5 in x 15 in ‐ Maple ‐ Glue &
Micro Bubbles

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
February 2016

Phil Vetra ‐ Hosaluk Class Item 3 ‐ Maple

Robert Carlson ‐ Salad Bowl ‐ 14 in x 4.5 in ‐ Maple ‐
Tung Oil

Phil Vetra ‐ Hosaluk Class Item 4 ‐ Maple

Phil Vetra ‐ Wide Rim Bowl ‐ 8.5 in x 2 in ‐ Acacia ‐
Tung, WOP

Phil Vetra ‐ Tooth Fairy Pod ‐ 21 in x 3 in ‐ Maple ‐
Scorched, Tung, WOP
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Present's Challenge Gallery
Holo

Cathy Friesen ‐ Pulls ‐ Cocobolo & Birch with Pearl
Cotton ‐ Turner's Polish

Maarten Meerman ‐ Texture ‐ 4 in x 2 in ‐ Cedar ‐
Burned

Dan Moleschi ‐ Box ‐ 4 in x 4 in ‐ Black Locust ‐ Tung
Oil

Des Wilson ‐ Keyhole Bowl ‐ 5 in x 4 in ‐ Maple ‐ Poly
& Acrylic

Dan Moleschi ‐ T Light Candle ‐ 4.5 in x 4 in ‐ Black
Locust ‐ Tung

Allan Cusworth ‐ Spinning Top, String Type ‐ 2.75 in x
6 in ‐ Curly Maple & Black Walnut ‐ WOP

GVWG
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Present's Challenge Gallery
Holo

Marco Berera ‐ 3.75 in x 3.25 in x 5‐16 in ‐ Cherry ‐
Turner's Polish

Steve Fairbairn ‐ Platter ‐ 8 in ‐ Western Maple ‐
Danish Oil ‐ Laser Engraved

Pete Blair ‐ Pod Box ‐ 3 in x 4 in ‐ Maple ‐ Glue &
Sawdust

Phil Vetra ‐ Hedge Hog ‐ 3 in x 2 in ‐ Maple

Special points
of interest:




Next Meeting:
Wednesday, March
23 at 6:30 PM,
Sapperton Hall,
318 Keary St, New
West
Main Event:
Bill Fowle – Putting a Picture on
Wood
FoF – Ed Pretty –
Holding with a
Jam Chuck









Food Providers:
Paul Erickson
Gaalen Erickson
Keith Evans
Steve Fairbairn
Cathy Friesen
Dan Gadassi
Greeters:
Barry Wilkinson
Des Wilson
Bruce Wood
Jessie Zhang
David Adolph
Mark Anderson
President's Challenge March:
A Pen
President's Challenge April:
“Segmented”

GVWG Officers,
Appointees & Volunteers
President:
Bill Fowle

604.466.2150
president@gvwg.ca

Dan Breck

604.597.0027
communications@gvwg.ca

Vice President:

Secretary:
Des Wilson
secretary@gvwg.ca
Treasurer:
Barry Wilkinson

604.536.6870

Tom Byrom
Brian Lunt
Claudia Hayward
Bob James
Cathy Nakagawa
John Spitters

604.929.1766
604.942.3928
604.462.7597

778.783.0098

Larry Stevenson

604.940.9760

Gerry Vickers

604.463.0760

Members At Large:

Educational Coordinator:
Librarian:
Food Chief:
TBD
FOF Coordinator:
Phil Vetra

604.530.5158

Gerry Vickers

604.463.0760

Bruce Campbell

604.944.3028

Turning 101:
Newsletter:
Editor

editor@gvwg.ca
Publisher

Robert Carlson

604 430 1866

Digital Photography:
Dennis Cloutier
Webmaster:
Steve Hansen

604.585.0638
webmaster@gvwg.ca

